
  The Waters of North Carolina

Clean Water-
A Threatened Resource?

by Frank Tursi and Bill Finger

Water quality and water supply problems have reached the 17 river basins and

820,000 wells in North Carolina (no state has more wells). Fish kills, oxygen-depleted
water, and other evidence point to a lethal mixture of pollutants in the state's  surface

waters.  Meanwhile, underground storage tanks and other pollution sources endanger

the state's  groundwater system.  As the population grows, water supply needs increase

along with sources of pollution. How can North Carolina manage the dual challenge of

protecting water quality and ensuring an adequate water supply?
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T he blue crabs spilled out of
the plastic bucket onto the

big wooden table. They scurried
in all directions, trying to outrun
the gloved hand that ap-
proached. One male stood his
ground and raised his claws defi-

antly. Bill Mayo grabbed the crab and held it out for
inspection. Almost a quarter of the crab's shell was
gone, as if it had just dissolved away. Its organs were
visible through the hole.

"I ain't seen nothing like it," said Mayo, who's
been a commercial crabber on the Pamlico River for
most of his 50 odd years. "I've been working the
water all my life and I didn't think nothing could eat
through a crab's shell." Bacteria can, and last sum-
mer they started eating holes in crabs in the Pamlico
River in Beaufort County.

Four years ago, a mysterious fish disease leav-
ing ugly red sores on its victims began killing mil-
lions of menhaden, causing fishermen to begin to
notice that things weren't right on the river. Once
common sea grasses were disappearing, and the
oysters were vanishing. So were the striped bass.

"Something's wrong out there," Mayo said one
day in late summer as he unloaded his day's meager
catch at a crab packing house on the south side of the
river. "I don't know what it is but something ain't
right."

The Pamlico is being slowly poisoned by a
lethal cocktail of industrial, urban, and agricultural
wastes. Into the river flow the by-products of mod-
em society-herbicides and insecticides, phospho-
rus and nitrogen, heavy metals such as lead and
mercury,  and toxins. They are robbing the Pamlico
of its life forces.'

Two hundred and seventy miles inland, lush
Piedmont farmland straddles the line between
Guilford and Randolph counties. In the 1940s, a dam
on the Deep River was envisioned to flood this farm
country, as both a flood control project and as a
source of water for the post-war Greensboro popula-
tion. Never built when land was cheap and "waste-
water" was not yet in the dictionary, the project
remains on the drawing board today. Wastewater
problems in the Deep River, which flows by High
Point and would be captured by Randleman Dam,
have delayed the project. A 1984 editorial in the
Greensboro News &Record  cautioned thatpollution
in the Deep River could make the Randleman reser-
voir "a giant cesspool."

While the dam would be built in Randolph
County, much of the reservoir would back up into
Guilford. When federal money appeared to be

available, the Randolph County commissioners,
including stock carracerRichardPetty, objected, but
the Guilford County commissioners favored it. By
the time all the local officials signed on, the dam was
no longer needed to control floods, and hence the
federal funding was lost. The Randleman Dam
reservoir, in short, has hardly gotten past the check-
ered flag.

If the Randleman Dam project moves no further
than it has in the last 40 years, the Guilford officials
may have to turn to the Dan River basin. "This
alternative would involve a transfer of water from a
riverbasin outside the Greensboro area," says David
H. Moreau, director of the Water Resources Re-
search Institute, part of the University of North
Carolina system. This process is called an "inter-
basin transfer."

With a few notable exceptions, North Carolini-
ans have always been able to count on a clean,
abundant supply of water. Fish kills and water
shortages have not plagued this state. The horrors of
Boston Harbor, the Chesapeake Bay, and oil spills on
the Monongahela River in Pittsburgh have always
been someone else's  problems. But with the dying
fish and scores of other signals of declining quality,
together with droughts in 1986 and 1987, North
Carolinians cannot take bountiful, clean water for
granted any longer.

In the last decade, the state's population has
grown rapidly, about 1.5 percent a year, to 6.3
million people, the 10th most populous state. More
people mean more demand for water, and shortages
have begun to appear regularly in some parts of the
state. With those new residents come new busi-
nesses and industries, new housing subdivisions and
condominiums. Growth may be good for the state's
economy, but it may be overpowering its rivers and
streams. Likewise, groundwater is no longer invul-
nerable to the abuses that pour into the streams and
rivers. More than half of the state's residents depend
on underground aquifers for their drinking water.
But now, leaks from underground storage tanks,
seepage from sanitary landfills and septic tanks, and
pesticides from farm runoff threaten the state's
groundwater supplies.

The number of industrial, municipal, and pri-
vate sewage-treatment plants that dump their waste-
water into the state's waterways is growing rapidly.
North Carolina now has the somewhat dubious dis-
tinction of having the most federal wastewater dis-

Frank Tursi, a reporter and editor for the  Winston-Salem

Journal  since 1978 ,  currently covers environmental is-
sues.  Bill Fingerhas been editor ofNorth Carolina Insight

since 1979.
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charge permits of any state in the Southeast ,  includ-
ing the boom-state of Florida.  The cumulative
number of such permits in North Carolina jumped
from 1,500 in 1980 to 3,159 in 1986, an 111 percent
increase.

The N.C. Division  of Environmental Manage-
ment (DEM) has the job of processing these permits
and inspecting the facilities for compliance. The
engineers are working nights and weekends just to
keep up with the 100 or so new requests for permits
that come in  each month.  The inspectors cannot
possibly get to all the permit sites,  some of which go
years without an inspection. "We've still got over
600 requests for discharge permits on backlog," says
George T. Everett, deputy director of DEM. "We
can't catch up at the rate
we're going ."  Meanwhile,
the added wastes are dam-
aging rivers and streams.
Some can no longer absorb
large amounts of addi-
tional wastes and still
spawn fish or remain
sources of drinking water.
Other rivers and streams
are approaching that point
(see sidebar on page 66).

The state ' s water sys-
tem is divided into two
parts-the overland sys-
tem of streams, rivers, ba-
sins, lakes,  estuaries, and
reservoirs known as  sur-
face  water;  and the under-
ground system of waters
known as  groundwater.
Separate legal and admin-
istrative systems regulate
and monitor surface water
and groundwater.  In addi-
tion,  the systems regulat-
ing water  quality  are dif-
ferent from those that affect water supply.  The state
agency that sets most of the rules and regulations for
water is  the N .C. Environmental Management
Commission  (EMC), composed of 17 citizen ap-
pointees meeting monthly.

Water may be to the 1990s what energy was to
the '70s :  an abundant,  undervalued resource taken
for granted, but with the potential for great economic
disruption if mismanaged.  How much time does the
state have to change its rules and the public to change
its habits?

"The decisions made over the next three to five

years will determine the ability of this state to grow
economically and socially and still preserve envi-
ronmental quality,"  says R. Paul Wilms,  director of
the Division of Environmental Management, the
primary staffing office for the EMC  .1 "I am hopeful
that we still have three to five years to make those
decisions ,  that the time hasn ' t slipped past us."

The Federal Carrot and Stick-
The Clean Water Act

N orth Carolina has 37,000 miles  of streams and
rivers  and millions  of acres of reservoirs and

lakes. Forty years ago, nobody gave all that water
much thought. Like most  states,  North Carolina

North Carolina now

has the somewhat

dubious distinction of

having the most federal

wastewater discharge
permits of any state in

the Southeast,
including the boom-

state of Florida.

didn't make a serious ef-
fort to curb water pollution
until after  World War II. In
1950, there were about 250
communities with more
than 2,500 people. About
two-thirds either weren't
treating their sewage at all
or had very  minimal treat-
ment. The city of  Raleigh
was dumping raw sewage
into the Neuse River.

In response to such
actions, the 1951 General
Assembly directed the
State Stream Sanitation
Committee,  the forerunner
of the Environmental
Management Commis-
sion,  to begin the state's
first comprehensive water-
pollution program. The
committee classified wa-
ters as to their "best uses,"
surveyed the extent of the
pollution,  and started pol-
lution-control programs.

The "best-use" classification system begun in
the 1950s has been refined over the years. Today, all
surface fresh water is classified into two general
categories:  water supplies  (6,380 miles)  and fish-
able/swimmable (30,998 miles).  There are sub-clas-
sifications in each category and new classes such as
"nutrient sensitive"  and "outstanding resource wa-
ters."4

The federal  government got into the  act in 1956
by making technical and financial assistance avail-
able to local governments for water pollution con-
trols. The federal role expanded in 1965 when
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Volunteer fireman helps people near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, fill containers
with drinking water. When an Ashland
Oil Co. storage tank burst and sent one
million gallons of diesel fuel into the Ohio
River, towns had to import water for their
needs.

Congress established minimum criteria for state
water-quality standards. Congress took the next step
in 1972 with the passage of the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act. Amendments to the act in 1977
gave the law its popular name, the Clean Water Act s

The law mandated a clean-up of the nation's
waters and included a range of regulatory manage-
ment features. Local governments found them easier
to swallow because of the hefty financial incentives
that came with them. The carrots for stiff new
regulations were grants for municipal sewage treat-
ment plants. The federal money covered up to 75
percent of eligible costs.

Two sections of the 1972 act had the most
impact on regulating water quality. Section 402
required that all so-called "point sources" of pollu-
tion have a permit with the ponderous title of Na-
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, or
NPDES.  Point sources of pollution  areplaces where
industries and sewage-treatment plants (private or
governmental) discharge wastes into the state's sur-
face waters. The NPDES permit sets limits on each
pollutant that these facilities can discharge into riv-
ers and streams. Second, Section 404 required a
permit from the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers prior
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to the discharge of dredged or fill materials into U.S.
waters, including wetlands.

In addition, the act recognized that  "nonpoint
sources"  runoff from agricultural fields, animal
pens, parking lots, and streets, for example-were
major contributors of pollution. To control those, the
act called for "areawide waste-treatment manage-
ment planning" which could include stricter land-
use measures  and programs to reduce pollutants
carried by soil erosion and stormwater runoff.

Along with all this came more than the usual
government red tape and the grumbling of local
officials who resented the federal muscle. Even so,
local officials couldn't very well ignore all those
federal dollars that were building sewer systems and
treatmentplants andkeeping water and sewer bills so
low. So the Clean Water Act became the nucleus
around which states built their water-pollution pro-
grams.

Federal money, though, has been cut back se-
verely since the gravy days of the mid-1970s and will
be phased out totally after 1995.6 "The federal
hooker in this thing has always been the money,"
says Moreau of the Water Resources Research Insti-
tute. Under the Clean Water Act, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has the responsibility of
monitoring water pollution, and it can delegate the
NPDES permit system to individual states. The
states generally want to administer their own permit
system, to control the program in-state. Local gov-
ernments, meanwhile, had another kind of incentive
to meet the wastewater treatment regulations.

Since 1973, under the Clean Water Act, nearly
$700 million in federal dollars have gone into public
wastewater-treatment plants in North Carolina. To
get that money,  communities had to develop plans on
wastewater treatment. When the federal money
ends, local communities will no longer have to
develop such plans, since state law does not require
them. "The only way the feds have been able to get
them to do this stuff is by hanging those big bucks out
there," says Moreau. "Now comes the question of



what to do in place of that."
The carrot and stick approach has worked on the

water  supply  side as well. Federal funds have helped
build water supply projects while the Section 404
dredge-and-fill permit generally has applied to dam
construction for water supply projects. As with
water quality, the ballgame is changing for water
supply. "The federal government, pushed by the
budget deficit crisis, is rapidly withdrawing from its
previous role of assisting with water supply proj-
ects," says John Morris, director of the N.C. Division
of Water Resources. "There are no more Corps
reservoir projects on the planning horizon for North
Carolina."

With such changes underway, the need for more
state and local initiatives are critical. "We've never
had a comprehensive water-supply planning pro-
gram on the state level," says Moreau. "What are we
offering in place of the federal planning require-
ment?" asks Moreau. "Nothing."

North Carolina towns aren't alone. A survey of
700 communities in the Southeastby Moreau's insti-
tute found very few do adequate planning for water
supply and quality? The Commission on the Future
of the South, a project of the Southern Growth
Policies Board, found the same thing. The commis-
sion recommended in 1986 that states adopt strategic
statewide management plans by 1992 that would
provide strong protection for water quality and as-
sure adequate water supply.' Florida has moved
closest toward reaching this goal.

Permits for Point Pollution-
A System Overwhelmed

I n 1975, the EPA delegated the responsibility to
North Carolina for administering the NPDES

permits. The state has built a water-quality program
that includes monitoring for problems, inspections
for compliance, and, starting in February 1987,
limits on the amount of toxins that can be dumped
into the water. Meanwhile, the state has gradually
become more involved in regulating groundwater.

The Water Quality Section in the Division of
Environmental Management has the job of issuing
permits, inspecting the facilities once they're operat-
ing, and checking the monthly  self-monitoring  re-
ports that each permit holder is required to file. Until
recently elevated to deputy director of the division,
George Everett directed the water quality staff.
With the current staff and budget, the section can ad-
minister 2,500 permits, says Everett. As of January
1988, 3518 facilities had NPDES permits in North

Water may be to the

1990s what energy was

to the '70s: an

abundant, undervalued

resource taken for

granted, but with the

potential for great

economic disruption if

mismanaged.

Carolina, more than any other state in the Southeast.
In addition, 577 other facilities have requested new
or renewal permits which have not yet been proc-
essed. No other state in the Southeast has as big a
backlog.

In 1982, the state issued 341 NPDES permits.
Four years later in 1986, 943 permits were granted.
Last August, a typical month, the state issued 84
permits and got 88 new requests. And these numbers
only refer to the initial permit request (see Table 1).

Inspectors can't possibly visit each plant regu-
larly. Major municipal treatment plants are checked
yearly for compliance, Everett says. Some smaller
dischargers go five years between inspections. More
than half of the 266 public water supplies that rely on
surface waters now are downstream from at least one
discharge point. Since inspections are so rare, the
water quality staff has to rely on the monthly reports
filed by the dischargers themselves. The inspections
and reports indicate that about 40 percent of the
municipal treatment plants and 21 percent of all
other N.C. dischargers currently  do not  meet the
standards of their permits.'

"Plant inspection is a real problem," says Lisa
Finaldi, executive director of the Clean Water Fund
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of North Carolina, a nonprofit research and advo-
cacy organization based in Raleigh. "The state could
go beyond a self-monitoring system and inspect
more plants more frequently but not without more
funding for more inspectors."

State Rep. Joe Hackney (D-Orange) goes fur-
ther. "The NPDES program does not work," he says.
"In our state, we depend largely on self-monitoring.
You can't protect the water quality relying on self-
monitoring." Hackney has sponsored much of the
legislation promoted by environmental groups in
recent years.

Regular monitoring becomes particularly im-
portant, Finaldi says, when it comes to so-called
package-treatment plants.  These are small, private
plants that treat mostly domestic wastewater from
residential subdivisions or condominiums, each
dumping 5,000 to 1 million gallons a day into
streams and rivers. Some of that discharge meets
standards and some doesn't, depending on how well
the plants are operated and maintained.

There are about 1,500 such plants in North
Carolina, and they represent the bulk of the new
NPDES permits being issued.1° On the Yadkin
River, for instance, five such plants are discharging
about two miles upstream from Winston-Salem's
freshwater intake. Wake County has about 40 of
them. In all, package plants make up about one of
every seven NPDES permits (14 percent), so many
that state inspectors check each one only about once
in five years.

"I'm disturbed by the poorrecord of thereliable
operation of these plants," says Finaldi. "For ex-
ample, in New Hanover and Pender counties, there
has been a history of poorly maintained and operated
package plants. Sludge is being discharged into
creeks, and some plants are providing no chlorina-
tion for extended periods of time."

State officials do not view package-treatment
plants with such alarm. First, these facilities work
well if they are properly operated  and maintained,
explains Wilms. "They do have to file monthly
reports. It's very difficult, despite what people say
about the fox watching the henhouse, to falsify these
reports," he adds. Wilms thinks these small plants
have a compliance record that is at least as good as
municipal plants.

But Everett isn't so sure. "Probably not," he
says. "Our problem is that we don't get to them
enough to tell you."

That should change. The General Assembly last
year allowed the Division of Environmental Man-
agement to raise its fees for an NPDES permit from

a maximum of $1,500 for a five-year permit to
$7,500. The increase will raise an additional $1.7
million which could be used to hire about 45
people." The results should be more frequent in-
spections, better monitoring, and more careful per-
mitting. If it' s not, Everett's not afraid to ask the
legislature for more. Some states, says Everett,
charge $900,000 for a five-year permit  more than
100 times  what North Carolina can charge even
under the new enabling legislation.

The Nonpoint Sources-
The Toughest Challenge?

A
s problematic as the permit system is, the bulk
of surface  water pollution  in North Carolina

comes not from wastewater discharges directly into
the waterways but from nonpoint sources. That
includes runoff from farmland,  feedlots, and cleared
land; residue from car exhausts washed off highways
into drainage ditches; failing septic systems; and
stormwater runoff. The data on the "best-use" of
water systems show the damage done by nonpoint
sources.

All surface waters have a best -use classification
(drinking, swimming,  etc.). With increased pollu-
tion,  a stretch of water can move down to a lower
level "best-use" category.  When this happens, the
water does  "not support its best use." In 1987, 71
percent of the rivers and streams that did not  support
their best uses  were being polluted by nonpoint
sources  (for lakes/reservoirs,  it was 50 percent; for
sounds/estuaries, it was 65 percent)."

"What we don' t have a good handle on yet in
this state are the unregulated and certainly more
ubiquitous and probably more important inputs from
nonpoint sources," says Wilms.

Herbicides, insecticides,  and heavy metals flow
into the water system from nonpoint sources. The
most important pollutants may be the organic nutri-
ents phosphorus and nitrogen,  which are the basis of
many fertilizers and are also in animal wastes. They
wash off of fields and feedlots, and even backyard
lawns, with each rain and eventually settle in the
water.  A certain amount of the nutrients keep a
river,  stream,  or lake healthy and productive. But
too much will lead to excessive plant and algae
growth, called algae blooms, which can deplete
water of its dissolved oxygen and can contribute to
fish kills.

Coastal rivers and sounds are especially suscep-
tible to excessive nutrient loading.  The Pamlico
River is a case study.  The river is little more than a
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o underneath the river bed;
To burn the river down;
This is where they walked,
swam;

Hunted, danced, sang;
Take a picture here;
Take a souvenir. Cuyahoga.

-From "Cuyahoga," by R.F.M.

settling pond for the Tar River , which drains from 16
coastal and Piedmont counties ,  mostly  in prime
farmland.  Corn requires heavy doses of nitrogen-
based fertilizer ,  which runs  off in the Tar  River and
ends up in the Pamlico .  State officials estimate that
78 percent of the  nitrogen that enters the Pamlico
each  year comes from non-point sources.13

When nonpoint and point sources of pollution
combine, the lethal cocktail  goes to work. In the
Pamlico River ,  the nonpoint nitrogen mixes with
phosphorus  entering  the river from  sewage-
treatment  plants and from Texasgulf  Chemicals
Company. Texasgulf  operates a massive phosphate
mine  and fertilizer  plant on the river and legally
dumps about 3,000 pounds of phosphorus a day  into
the river.14 The  result of all of this is algae blooms,
now common on the river, and episodes of oxygen-
depleted  or "dead"  water,  as the fishermen call it.
Dead water used to occur only on the hottest days of
the summer and in the deepest part of the  river. But
now fish kills happen year-round at all depths.

Another  source of pollution ,  the phosphate used
in detergents,  also contributes to the fish  kills. In
1987,  after several years of strident debate, the
legislature passed a ban on phosphate detergents.'5
Some environmentalists feel the bill was watered
down in the legislative process, but the new law does
apply to the  two major sources,  household and
commercial laundry detergents.  The Environmental
Management Commission has also adopted regula-
tions to reduce the phosphate load at wastewater
discharge plants.

Rep. Hackney, who spearheaded the phosphate-
ban bill,  thinks the state's programs to control non-

point sources have  "made great strides.  The money
is not wasted,"  he says. "It has a long-term payback."

In administrative and legal systems ,  nonpoint
pollution falls into three groups- agriculture, land
development,  and coastal development.  These types
of pollution flow together,  if looking at it from the
water's point of view.  But separate agencies are in
charge of each program.

Agriculture.  In 1984 ,  the state began encourag-
ing landowners to control sedimentation and runoff
through such means as crop rotation, conservation
tillage,  and animal-waste systems-called "best
management practices" or BMPs. The state offers
technical assistance and will help pay for the pro-
grams. Since the cost sharing began, almost 2,500
landowners have signed three-year agreements to
use BMPs on some 200,000 acres.  State officials
believe the program has saved about 570,000 tons of
soil a year.  Estimating the extent to which this soil
retention reduced nonpoint pollution is difficult,
however.

The N .C. Division of Water and Soil Conserva-
tion,  which coordinates the program, began working
in 23 coastal counties.  In 1987,  the program was
expanded to 33 more counties,  many in the west.
Called the Agriculture Cost Share Program for Non-
Point Source Pollution,  it also covers  "nutrient sen-
sitive"  areas. The Environmental Management
Commission has designated as nutrient sensitive
areas Jordan Lake and Falls Lake in the Raleigh-
Durham-Chapel Hill Triangle,  the Chowan River
(which separates four counties in the northeast be-
fore spilling into the Albemarle Sound),  and just this
January , the entire Neuse River area from below
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Falls Lake all the way to New Bern. This classifica-
tion requires more stringent pollutant levels in
NPDES permits and various land-use controls.

A three-year old federal law also should help
with the nonpoint pollution. The conservation com-
pliance provisions of the federal Food Security Act
of 1985 require that farms with highly erodable land
prepare a conservation plan by 1990.16 Plans have to
be in effect by 1995. Landowners who don't comply
with this and two other provisions already in effect
(the "sodbuster" and "swampbuster" sections) will
not be eligible for price supports, crop insurance,
disaster relief, and other federal programs.

Water pollution from agriculture highlights the
conflicts that can occur with state economic devel-
opment goals. As poultry farms have sprung up
across North Carolina, for example, most economic
development specialists have applauded this diver-
sification of the state's agricultural base. (The state
now ranks number one nationwide in poultry pro-
duction, which has also moved ahead of tobacco as
the state's number one agricultural product.) 17 "But
poultry manure is a serious non-point pollution
problem," says George Everett. "Few farmers have
enough land to absorb all the chicken droppings as
fertilizer in their fields. It has to go somewhere."

Land Development in General.  Engineers
know that when concrete replaces trees and other
vegetation, more pollutants can run into the surface

water faster.  Development allows water to flow
across the land and pavement and into the surface
water rather than seeping into the vegetation and the
groundwater.  With disturbances of natural vegeta-
tion,  water carries red clay, sand, and other sedi-
ments that settle to the bottom of streams and ponds.

The N.C. Sedimentation Control Commission
sets standards regarding how sediment must be
managed on any development project disturbing
more than one acre. Developers must construct
retaining ponds or use other means to mitigate the
damage caused by excessive sedimentation. Agri-
cultural and forestry lands are exempt from the
standards.  The monitoring and enforcement of the
sedimentation regulations are considered a land-
management,  not a water-quality,  function.  Hence,
the Land Quality  Section within the Division of Land
Use Resources has responsibility for this program
(see article on page 94 for more).

Coastal Development.  Nonpoint pollution is-
sues in the coastal area have special problems due to
both the fragile ecosystem involved and the special
governmental systems established  by the Coastal
Area Management Act (CAMA). "Large-scale land
clearing ,  draining ,  and agriculture has a much more
significant impact on coastal water quality than does
urban development,"  says David Owens,  director of
the Division of Coastal Management.  The draining
of coastal wetlands for peat mining and other uses

A barge pushes a load of phosphate from Texasgulf Chemicals Company
near Aurora to the coast for shipment worldwide.

I-

1
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has been particularly controversial. This has altered
the drainage patterns in many eastern counties, thus
contributing to a reduced salinity and a decline in
shellfish in many estuaries, including the Pamlico.
(For more, see the coastal article on page 70.)

Of growing significance in the coastal area,
however, is the impact of development patterns.
Until 1985, the state had no comprehensive regula-
tions designed to control stormwater runoff in
coastal areas. The concern about stormwater runoff
increased because of rapid developments along the
shoreline and adjacent to shellfish waters. Like
agricultural nonpoint runoffs, rain water washing
across developments carry bacteria and other pollut-
ants into the surface water system. Condominiums,
shopping centers, and other high-density or com-
mercial projects were causing the runoffs to increase
sharply, contributing to the fish kills and contaminat-
ing drinking water supplies.

The Coastal Resources Commission, created by
CAMA, regulates development in 20 coastal coun-
ties through a permit system and other means which
focus on land development rather than water quality.
A land-use density regulation would have addressed
the stormwater issue directly because higher-density
developments create a greater stormwater problem.
The coastal commission was tackling the stormwa-
ter issue in the context of its long history of address-
ing water quality issues through land regulations. It
had already prepared draft regulations when NRCD
Secretary Thomas Rhodes asked the commission to
stop working on them. "Secretary Rhodes preferred
that the EMC do it because they had greater jurisdic-
tion," says Karen Gottovi, a member of the Coastal
Resources Commission.

In 1986, the Environmental Management
Commission adopted interim stormwater runoff
regulations." The regulations required developers
of more than one acre within 575 feet of shellfish
waters to limit density or to hold up to 4.5 inches of
rain (from a 24-hour storm) on the development site.
Later in 1986, the EMC proposed permanent regula-
tions which would expand the stormwater runoff
requirements to the entire 20-county area covered
under CAMA but reduce the amount of rainfall that
had to be contained to 1.5 inches. At four public
hearings on the proposal, coastal residents and envi-
ronmental groups -strongly objected to what they
viewed as a weakening of the standards. Developers
objected somewhat to expanding them to all 20
counties but viewed the 1.5-inch standard as less
costly.

On Oct. 8, 1987, theEMC adopted the proposed

rules. But N.C. Attorney General Lacy Thornburg
found that a closed and secret gathering on the night
of October 7 of the 10 EMC members appointed by
Gov. James G. Martin had a chilling effect on the full
EMC meeting the next day. In responding to a ques-
tion raised by a member of the EMC, Thornburg
advised theEMC to consider the October action tobe
null and void in order to avoid litigation challenging
the regulations.19 The Governor in turn advised the
EMC to vote on the stormwater regulations again.
On Nov. 12, 1987, the EMC did so and passed the
final regulations again, basically the same ones as
had been proposed-the 20-county, 1.5-inch rules. 0

Some observers wondered why the rules could
not retain the 4.5-inch standard adjacent to shellfish
waters and adopt the 1.5-inch level for the rest of the
20 coastal counties. This combination would have
ensured low-density development around shellfish
waters. Mary Joan Pugh, NRCD assistant secretary
for natural resources, says, however, "It is not the
EMC's job to determine development densities or
the pattern of land-use [but] to set standards that
protect the quality of the environment, in this case,
water."

The Water Under the Ground

S tormwater runoff, other nonpoint pollution
sources, wastewater discharge, NPDES per-

mits-all affect the quality of the state's system of
surface waters. The federal Clean Water Act and
most state laws have emphasized this system. But
the quality of groundwater in North Carolina is
gaining attention, as the dangers to this resource
increase.

Statewide, 55 percent of North Carolinians
depend on wells for drinking water; in rural areas, the
figure is 85 percent. The state has 820,000 domestic
wells, more than any other state, and 5,100 commu-
nity wells, fourth highest among the states.21 But it
doesn't have good laws to protect them, agree ex-
perts such as Moreau and Wilms. In 1983, ground-
water aquifers were classified under the state's water
quality statutes' That is a cumbersome way to
protect an extremely valuable water supply, says
Wilms.

"We need a groundwater protection act in this
state, and that's one of the things I'm going to be
pressing for," says Wilms. "It will be a significant
piece of legislation and a significant debate."

Currently, an elaborate system of test wells
around the state checks on groundwater supply and
quality. All of the water in the state's eight principal
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underground aquifers is classified as drinking water.
So far, no major groundwater supplies have been
lost to pollution. Two, though, may soon be reclas-
sified as so polluted that they will never be potable
again. One area is near a chemical plant in Bun-
combe County, and the other is under a landfill in
New Hanover County. If this happens, people living
in these areas would not be allowed to use well water,
as they currently do.

"We know we're just seeing the fringe through
a lot of isolated, small cases," says Perry Nelson,
head of the Groundwater Section in Wilms' division.
Each year, Nelson's staff investigates about 200
reports of groundwater pollution. Last August, there
were about 300 cases still active. About 75 percent
of the incidents, says Nelson, are caused by leaks in
underground storage tanks. There are some 100,000
such tanks in the state, and 35 percent of them may
be leaking, the division estimates.

Both legislators and environmentalists have
been concerned about these storage tanks. In 1985,
the legislature gave the Environmental Management
Commission the authority to govern the location,
construction, installation, monitoring, leak detec-
tion, repair, and operations of underground tanks

used for the storage of oil and hazardous sub-
stances z3 But the bill did  not  include funding to

clean up existing leaks.
The 1985 action prompted a Legislative Study

Committee on Underground Storage Tanks. It re-
ported to the 1987 General Assembly, recommend-
ing a $1 million appropriation to the EMC to begin
investigating and cleaning up leaking underground
storage tanks. But the legislature did not act on this
recommendation. Meanwhile, oil distribution com-
panies were realizing that aging storage tanks could
begin to leak, which would cause them problems
with liability insurance. A bill addressing the insur-
ance problem (HB 1304) passed the House and could
be taken up in the N.C. Senate in the "short" 1988
session. The 1987 legislature also authorized an-
other study committee on the issue.

The liability issue, viewed together with exist-
ing statutes regarding oil leaks, has complicated the
legislative discussions over BB 1304. Rep. Hack-
ney believes the EMC already has the authority to
force oil companies to clean up any leaks. "We have
strict liability for petroleum spills," says Hackney.
Dan Oakley, special deputy attorney general, sup-
ports this view. "The Oil Pollution and Hazardous

Table 1. NPDES Permits, 1977-1988 (Selected Years)
Number and Type of Permit, As Percent of Total Issued

1977 1980 1983 1986

Cumulative
Total of

Permits in
Effect2

(Jan.1988)

Type  of Wastewater % of % of % of % of % of

Discharger  #  Total # Total # Total # Total # Total

Municipalities 157 26% 59 30% 31 7% 49 5% 308 9%

Non-Municipal
Major Industries 33 6% 21 11% 52 11% 18 2% 98 3%
Minor Industries' 404 68% 119 60% 375 82% 616 65% 2,612 74%
Package-Treatment NA NA NA NA NA NA 260 28% 500 14%

Plants'
Total Issued 594 100% 199 100% 458 100% 943 100% 3,518 100%

Cumulative Total
of Permits in Effect 700 100% 1,500 100% 2,489 100% 3,159 100%

FOOTNOTES
'Separate data on package-treatment plants were not kept during 1983 or previous years. In the above data for 1977, 1980,

and 1983, NPDES permits for package-treatment plants are included in the "minor industries" category.
'These numbers are estimates because the data was not broken down into these categories for 1977, 1980, and 1983.

Source:  Water Quality Section, N.C. Division of Environmental Management
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Substances Control Act is a strict liability  statute,"
says Oakley.24

The bill that passed the House in 1987 would
weaken that liability. "The oil companies would put
up the money for a clean-up fund if we do away with
some of their liability," says Hackney. "The bill
shifts the liability to the fund and away from the
assets of each individual company-if the company
chooses to use the fund. And consumers would be
the source of the money for the fund.  But the main
point for those who supported [House Bill] 1304," he
continues, "is that it's more important to get a pot of
money to get the cleanups going in the near term than
to rely on any separate state appropriation or exec-
utive action. The way to get action is to create some
sort of fund where the money is readily available to
clean them up. I support getting HB 1304 on
through the legislature."

Sanitary landfills present another huge prob-
lem. Rainwater percolates down through a landfill
and into the water table. This liquid filtering into the
groundwater is called leachate; the chemicals in the
leachate vary according to what's dumped in the
landfill. The state recently began requiring liners to
prevent leachate from getting into the groundwa-
ter.25 Only one of the 150 sanitary landfills currently
operating with a state permit uses a special liner, the
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one in New Hanover County. (For more on  liners,
see article on solid wastes, page 40.)

Water Supply-
Drought and  Growth Ups the Ante

N orth Carolinians have generally enjoyed an
adequate supply of water, thanks to a dis-

persed population and a generous amount of rain
which feeds our rivers and aquifers. But as the state
grows, water shortages are becoming more evident
in several areas, particularly in areas of high growth
where water supply is naturally limited. Greensboro
and Hillsborough, for example, are in the upstream
ends of river basins where streams are small. In the
coastal plain, Kinston, Jacksonville, and New Bern
have depended heavily on groundwater for decades.
Now the pressure level in the aquifer is dropping,
creating concerns about the long-range water sup-
ply. There's rapid growth on the Outer Banks, where
the principal water supply is a shallow aquifer of
limited capacity. And throughout the state, many
reservoirs are now too small to handle emergency
drought conditions.

The drought of 1986 highlighted the need for
more comprehensive planning. About 50 public
water supply systems activated water conservation

SALTWATER
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programs, including voluntary or mandatory water
restrictions.  Butmany had no plans fordroughts, and
others with plans never used them. Some faced
serious threat of running out of water.

"The key to resolving water supply problems is
timely,  knowledgeable,  and cooperative action by
local governments, with appropriate assistance from
state government," says John Morris. "The state's
responsibility is to provide a framework of laws and
policies within which water supply problems can be
solved,  to provide plans or studies of river basins or
regions that can guide the more detailed local gov-
ernment plans,  to offer technical and financial assis-
tance, and to assure the protection of water quality
and fish habitat."

Within this general mission,  hard questions will
emerge as future water shortages increase.  In most
cases, the questions inevitably focus on issues of
local governments working together- e.g., one
municipality buying water from another.  Perhaps
the most controversial water-supply issue though is
transferring water from one river basin to another.

"Inter-basin transfer,"  as the process is known,
has a long history in western states, where water
supplies vary to a great extent.  Because of the
relative abundance of water throughout North Caro-
lina, river-basin transfers have not yet been widely
considered.  Small scale transfers have been used in
North Carolina,  increasingly during droughts. But
large-scale transfers have been a highly emotional
issue.  People living in a certain area feel they have
a right to their own water.

Virginia Beach, Va., in the Pasquotank River
basin,  wants to withdraw 60 million gallons of water
a day from Lake Gaston,  which straddles the state
line in the Roanoke River basin.  The Army Corps of
Engineers issued a permit for the pipeline in 1984,
but the state of North Carolina sued, claiming that the
pipeline would violate various federal laws. If the
federal courts rule in favor of an inter-basin transfer
to Virginia,  asks Moreau,  how could North Carolina
defend its position against such transfers? Within
the state, pressure is building to transfer water from
rural river basins to urban areas.  Greensboro, for
example,  could solve its water-supply problem by
transferring water from the Dan River  (Roanoke
River basin)  to the Cape Fear basin?

In the late 1970s, Speaker of the House Carl
Stewart (D-Gaston) found out how strong feelings
can be on the inter-basin transfer issue. In speeches,
he called for a study of whether the state should
consider inter-basin transfers or establishing a state
water authority.  In the 1979 legislative session, he

pushed through a measure to establish a $50,000
Legislative Study Commission on Alternatives for
Water Management.  But the commission ran into
opposition from citizens against inter-basin transfers
and from interagency turf considerations over who
would conduct a statewide assessment of water
supplies.  The commission met only eight times,
returned about $45,000 of its appropriation unspent,
and made its position crystal clear on the contro-
versy. "This commission does notrecommend inter-
basin transfers of water as a means of solving the
general water management problems of the state of
North Carolina," it concluded?'  The study commis-
sion thus buried any consideration in the early 1980s
of the inter-basin transfer issue.

In 1980,  Stewartran for lieutenant governor and
lost. "I don't think there's any doubt that my willing-
ness to consider the possibility of inter-basin trans-
fers in the context of future planning of water re-
sources cost me votes in a number of counties," said
Stewart in a recent interview. "I don't think we've
made significant progress in water resource plan-
ning in the last decade.  It's the kind of issue,"
concluded Stewart, "that will be a dominant issue as
we approach the turn of the century simply because
in reality some inter-basin incursion is almost inev-
itable."

Three of four reports of
groundwater pollution  stem from

leaking underground storage tanks
such as these.
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Managing a Threatened Resource

A n overwhelming array of problems confront the
18 different state agencies and scores of local

offices that have some responsibility for water
management (see Table 1 on page 12 for more on
these agencies). Many of the short-term problems
mentioned above, such as the backlog in permit ap-
plications, are rapidly becoming so great that they
may require new kinds of intergovernmental ar-
rangements to manage the long-term solutions.

As the federal money-and the requirement for
planning-phase out, the state management role
becomes paramount. Any community of more than
5,000 to 10,000 people needs a water management
plan that can be systematically updated, says
Moreau. Such plans should be required as a condi-
tion for receiving a state grant for a sewage-treat-
ment facility, he adds. In 1987, the  legislature
appropriated $21.5 million for the 1987-89 bien-
nium for wastewater and water-supply facilities.
The money will be distributed primarily through
low-interest loans from a revolving loan account,
which will be coordinated by the Office of State
Budget and Management. The state action did  not
require local water planning?

From 1973 to 1986, nearly $700 million in
federal grants went to N.C. municipalities for new or
expanded wastewater-treatment facilities, plus $412
million from state clean water bonds. But the state
bonds are gone and the federal money is declining.
Some communities will now have to pay as much as
60 percent of the cost of building or upgrading
treatment plants, as opposed to the 12.5 percent
maximum local contribution required during the
height of the federal involvement. And after 1995,
the percentage could go even higher.

About $1 billion will be needed to make munici-
pal sewage-treatment plants meet their permit stan-
dards. The 1987 reauthorization of the federal Clean
Water Act in 1987 requires that all municipal treat-
ment plants comply with state standards by July
198829 Under the Clean Water Act, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency has the power to monitor
water-quality standards established at the state level,
according to stream conditions.  If a state does not
run its  NPDES system properly, the EPA can assume
control of the  permitprocess. This July,  a municipal-
ity not in compliance with its permit faces tough pen-
alties,  unless it can convince a judge to grant an
extension.

Between the pressures of drought and the de-
mands of finding money to replace aging wastewa-

ter-treatment facilities, municipalities have a hard
question to answer. N.C. municipalities currently
cover only 76 percent of the cost of wastewater
treatment  through fees, according to the Water Re-
sources Research Institute 30 Can municipalities
continue to keep the cost of water and sewer services
at a price well below cost? Moreau and others
believe the legislature should force municipalities to
raise water and sewer bills.

"As you put more and more pressure on a
constant resource base, it takes more and more
intensive management to maintain  that quality,"
says Moreau. "There's ample money out there to pay
for reasonable rates for water and sewer service.
Local elected officials have no incentive to raise the
rates. It's not a popular thing to do." Without such
a legislative requirement,  explains Moreau, the leg-
islature will remain under pressure by local govern-
ments to help pay for the cost of new wastewater-
treatment facilities.

Some recent efforts have been made to link
water quality and water supply regulations. For
example, the Department of Natural Resources and
Community Development has begun a watershed
protection program tied to the best-use classification
system. A local government might want the state to
assign a higher best-use classification to a watershed
area;  such action would require more stringent re-
quirements on point-source polluters. To get NRCD
to assign a higher best-use classification,  the local
government must have a watershed protection plan
that controls nonpoint sources. Such a plan often
involves density regulations. "Already 40 commu-
nities have requested an upgrade in classification
and thus have shown a willingness to enact water-
shed protection  measures," says NRCD Assistant
Secretary Pugh.

How can the agencies responsible for water
supply and quality manage both day-to-day chal-
lenges and plan for the future? The task is fraught
with technical, interagency, financial, and practical
issues.  The logical agencies to address such ques-
tions are the Environmental Management Commis-
sion and the Divisions of Environmental Manage-
ment and Water Resources. The most urgent issues
for consideration,  as discussed above, are:

  how-and how fast-communities can de-
velop water  management plans;

  how the state can adequately manage a back-
logged NPDES permit system;

  whether a new state law is needed to protect
groundwater;

-continued  on page  68
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How Much Can the Rivers Take?

T wenty-nine plants dump their waste along a
small section of Jackson Creek outside of

Cherokee  in western  North Carolina.  In rural
Henderson County, 175 facilities discharge into
rivers and streams. "At what point do we start
having to turn down permits because there are too
many on a reach of stream which can't take it
anymore?" asks George T. Everett, deputy direc-
tor of the Division of Environmental Manage-
ment. "It's just coming up now.  It's going to be
a big issue that we face,  and somebody's going to
have to make a big policy decision."

Everett is talking about "assimilative capac-
ity," a cumbersome name for what soon may be a
river's biggest and most valued asset.  To put it
simply, assimilative capacity refers to the amount
of waste a stretch of water can absorb. Remem-
ber that rivers and streams move waste. It is
different from the kind that garbage trucks haul

away. Most of it is treated trash. As more and
more plants discharge their wastes into the state's
waters, those waters become less and less able to
absorb, or assimilate, any more. What capacity
they have left becomes very valuable.

"We rarely  think of assimilative capacity of
rivers as a resource,  but it' s a significant re-
source," says R. Paul Wilms, head of the Division
of Environmental Management. "We are seeing
the complete exhaustion of rivers' ability to as-
similate additional waste. It's gone. That's a
relatively new problem that we're facing."

The problem is peaking in the lower portion
of the Cape Fear River  basin. Four large compa-
nies,  the city of Wilmington, and numerous small
dischargers use the river for their waste. Everett
and Wilms doubt the Cape Fear can take much
more. Everett estimates that the river could
probably handle a small company that would
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discharge a few thousand gallons of wastewater a
day. A large company, with multi-million gallon
discharges,  would be another matter, he says.
What happens,  then, when interstate 40 is com-
pleted to Wilmington and large companies want
to come to town?

Computers,  using elaborate models, figure
how much waste a section of water can hold
before an NPDES permit is issued, and the state
engineers use the results when assigning pollut-
ant limits. Under the theory that everyone is
entitled to equal slices of the pie,  the elaborate
analysis is done every time a new permit is issued.
That takes the state time,  contributing to a severe
backlog of permit requests (see main article, page
57, for more).  The result is tougher pollutant
limits on everyone to make up for the additional
waste load.  That means more money because all
the facilities have to upgrade their treatment of
their water discharged when their permit expires.
The lower Cape Fear is so close to the threshold,
however,  that accommodating the wastes of
another large company may result in pollutant
limits too strict and too expensive for the existing
permit holders.

"The continual re-allocation of available as-
similative capacity equally among all users mani-
fests itself in ever more stringent permit levels,"
says Wilms. "Is that really an equitable and
effective way to protect water quality? The facili-
ties are never in compliance with final limits. And
it's always more expensive."

A better way of assigning waste loads, says
Wilms, might be to assign waste capacity on a
first-come, first-serve basis in certain overtaxed
river basins.  Then let capitalism takeover. As an
example, say the computers figure that the lower
Cape Fear can absorb 100 pounds of waste. The
state could assign it all to the city of Wilmington
for its sewage-treatment plant. If one of the large
companies wants 10 pounds of capacity for its
waste, it would have to strike a deal with the city.

Either the city's plant could treat the company's
waste or the city could sell 10 pounds to the com-
pany and use the money to recoup the costs of
meeting the tighter permit limits that would fol-
low.

Under this system,  the waste loads would
have a dollar value.  Hence, planners would have
an economic basis for making decisions on the
water's use.  Is it, for instance,  worth more as a
place to move waste or as a drinking supply?

"We would let the market drive those val-
ues," says Wilms.  "The market does that very
well. It would provide decision-makers with a
better basis to make decisions than what they
have right now, which is essentially nothing in
terms of economic value.  You can then assess the
value of a potential water supply,  like B. Everett
Jordan Lake."

In 1983, 100 million gallons of water in
Jordan Lake were set aside for future drinking
water needs.  Wilms wonders,  though, if that
water isn't worth more downstream.  It could be
used to increase the flow of the Cape Fear River
so that the river could absorb more waste and thus
accommodate more growth-maybe that big
company that wants to move to Wilmington when
1-40 gets there.

"Right now, those decisions are made by de-
fault,"  says Wilms. "We built the Jordan Lake
impoundment,  and part of its capacity is for
drinking supplies. We assume that's its highest
value.  That may be true today, but that may not
be its highest value 50 years from now."

Such a policy,  he thinks,  also would cut the
time it takes to process permits and cut into the
backlog because there would usually be no need
for the time-consuming analysis for neighboring
facilities each time a permit is issued.

"I'm hoping that we get to that point," says
Wilms. "I'm going to propose that we do that in
many watersheds to reduce backlog."

-Frank Tursi
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Stream Watch

f you want to see how a broad-based volun-
teer program can help government work

more efficiently, look no further than "Stream
Watch."  More than 110 local stream watch
groups have "adopted" a segment of stream or
river, like a person might do with a troubled
teenager. Groups do everything from technical
monitoring of pollutants in the stream to keeping
the creekside cleared of trash. Some stream
watch groups are affiliated with environmental
organizations, such as the 22 groups joined with
the Haw River Assembly. Others are as small as
a single person who sends water samples to the
state laboratory for regular checks. The Z. Smith
Reynolds Foundation has made small grants
available to stream watch programs.

Both citizen groups and government offi-
cials have high praise for the program. As the
1987 NRCD report on the "State of the Environ-
ment" said: "The Stream Watch Program is
becoming an important way for citizens to play
an active role  in managing  and protecting the
state's valuable water resources." Thousands of
miles of streams could still use  protector advo-
cates. For more information, contact Jim Mead,
director of N.C. Stream Watch, Division of
Water Resources, P.O. Box 27687, Raleigh,
N.C. 27611-7687, (919) 733-4064.

  whether the new stormwater regulations will
protect shellfish waters effectively or have an impact
on land-use patterns, and whether they should be
extended statewide;

  whether current N.C. law is adequate to re-
solve competition among public water supply sys-
tems, including questions of inter-basin transfers,
and competition among industrial and agricultural
users;

  whether the state should set minimum water
and sewer rates; and

  what action should be taken in areas where
rapid growth or increases in water use are threaten-
ing to outstrip available groundwater supplies.

On each of these issues, more research and a
broader consensus among policymakers, environ-
mentalists, municipal officials, and developers are

needed. Only state-level leadership can build a con-
sensus broad enough to support meaningful actions
regarding such issues. Is it too late to save the state's
water?

"I hope it's not too late, and I have to believe it's
not," says Wilms. "But it soon will be. We will have
lost our ability to overcome what we've done to the
land. We'll just have to wait and see. You and I
won't see it. But our grandchildren will. I'd like
them to look back and say, `They at least tried.' I
hope they don't lookback and say, ̀ Why didn't those
people do something?"'
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eside the grand history of

the glaciers and their
own, the mountain
streams sing the history

of every avalanche or earthquake or
snow, all easily recognized by the
human ear, and every word evoked

by the falling leaf and drinking
deer, beside a thousand other facts
so small and spoken by the stream
in so  low a voice the human ear
cannot hear them. Thus every event
is written and spoken. The wing

scars the sky, making a path
inevitably as the deer in the snow,
and the winds all tell it though we
hear it not.

-John Muir from "Trails of Wonder"
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